
Smoke Forecast Outlook issued September 16, 2017 at 10:56 AM EDT

Outlook for Main
Smoke: The weak ridge kept smoke in the vicinity of the
fire locked in place yesterday. Smoke impacts in The Dalles
and Hood Creek were greater than expected. Rather than
clearing, smoke settled in all day at unhealthy or worse
levels. This morning AQ is observed to be USG or worse for
most areas near the fire. Later today the ridge shifts east,
expect better mixing, the easterly flow will push smoke
down the Gorge and west.

Fire: Yesterday, as the smoke stayed in place over the fire,
activity was somewhat suppressed. Today will be drier and
warmer than yesterday, with better ventilation with the
weak shifting east. Winds again will be light, but easterly,
so the most like area for significant smoke production will
be the southern edge of the western flank.

Other: We plan to setup another smoke monitor at
Bonneville Dam today. We also continue to evaluate the
need to add additional monitors to this forecast series for
areas in the vicinity that are impacted by this, and other
fires in the area.

Daily AQI Forecast for Sep 16, 2017

Yesterday Fri  Forecast Sat Sun
Station hourly 9/15 Comment for Today -- Sat, Sep 16 9/16 9/17

Gresham Moderate this morning with potential for USG depending on strenth
of east flow later.

The Dalles USG this morning, moderate in the afternoon
White
Salmon Unhealty this morning, moderate in the afternoon

Hood River Very unhealthy this morning, moderate to USG this afternoon

Issued Sep 16, 2017 by Randy Striplin - Incident Air Resource Advisor

Air Quality Index (AQI) Actions to Protect Yourself
Good None
Moderate Unusually sensitive individuals should consider limiting prolonged or heavy exertion.
USG People within Sensitive Groups* should reduce prolonged or heavy outdoor exertion.
Unhealthy People within Sensitive Groups* should avoid all physical outdoor activity.
Very Unhealthy Everyone should avoid prolonged or heavy exertion.
Hazardous Everyone should avoid any outdoor activity.

Disclaimer: Forecasts may be wrong; use at own risk. Use caution as conditions can change quickly. See your health professional as needed. Smoke sensitive groups should take appropriate
precautions.

Additional Links
Oregon Smoke Blog Oregon Dept. of Environmental Quality
Eagle Creek Fire Information

http://wildlandfiresmoke.net/outlooks/2017/EagleCreek#Main


